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Answer qll the followine questions (with the help qf net sketcheslz

Ouestion:l(20 Marks)
1' (a) What is the difference between hobbing and milling as gear cutting

processes?Discuss their fields of application/3 Martcs)
(b) what are the advantages of gear generation by shaping?(3 Marks)
(c) Why aheattreatment process is not recorlmended after gear burnishing?(3 Marks)
(d) Draw a sketch to illustrate the principle of gear lapping operati on.(3 Marks)
2. It is required to manufacturing a helical gear having 36 teeth, helix angle 30d, addendum

@afi.a641 mm. and the lead screw pitch of the milling machine table is 6 mm.
where: circle of holes in standard index plates:-
I: 15, 16,17,18,19,20 & II: 21,23,27,29,31,33 &III: 37,39,41,43,47,4g
Changing gears: 17,18,19,20,22,24,26,28,32,36,40,44,49,56,64,72,g6,100,127' and(80,48,9 6). (B Marks)

Ouestion:2(25 Marks)
1' (a) What are the conditions for which are used self-pilotingtools?(4 Marks)

(b) Explain with the sketches the self-piloting drill classification?(5 Marks)
2. (a) What are the variables affecting the performance of honing process?(4 Marks)

(b) compare between honing and super-finishing processes. & Marks)
3. (a) What are the variables affecting the performance of lapping process? (4 Martcs)

(b) Explain with sketchesthe lapping machines of sphericui tuifur.r ?(4 Marks)

Ouestion: 3 e2 Marks)
a)why has electric-discharge machining become so widely used?(5 MarLs)
b) Explain why the CO2 laser is particularly effective for machining non-m.tutr.1S Marks)
c) Draw neat sketches to show three different flushing techniquis used in EDM What type

do you prefer and why?(S Marks)
d) In an ECM process under the followins condition:

Current density : 50 A/cm2, length o1flo* path : 102 mm, specific conductivify :
0'21 o-t cffi-r, specific density : I.1 g/rrn3, specific viscosity : 4.ra it ;;;;-i;p;r.
that AT must be kept to 50oC, the inlet temperature being 25"C. Calculate the
velocity of electrolyte to avoid boiling at the exit.(B Marks)

Ouestion:4
a) Explain briefly the principle of ECUSM (ECU) (J Marks)

(23 Morks)

b) What are the functions of an electrolyte? What factors need to be considered while
selecting it? Discuss the advantages and limitations of some electrolytes.(5 Martcs)

c) What is the "self-adjusting feature" in ECM?fj Marl<s)
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d) A Nimonic alloy 
91011;itl 7.85 gm/cm3 is machined electrochemically using NaCl (eiectrolyte

conductivity X= 0.2 O'',cm'') to remove'a stock of 200 g{ams. If 20b Amf cu'ent and l5V,
(AV = 0) were used that causes cunent density of 80 A/cm2 Calculate the equilibrium gap, and
the equilibrium feed rate require d.(B Marlrs)
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